Dear Valued Customers of Arkansas Medical Supply,
We are excited to announce to you, our valued customer, that Arkansas Medical Supply has recently joined the ABC
Medical family. You have come to expect and depend on friendly, reliable service from Arkansas Medical Supply and
with the combination of Arkansas Medical Supply and ABC Medical, you can expect an even greater dedication to
EXCEED your EXPECTATIONS every day. As you know, the healthcare industry has become increasingly challenging
with changes in Medicare reimbursement and the nation's healthcare insurance market. "I believe it is in the best
interest of our customers to join with ABC Medical and ensure that we continue to meet your medical supply needs.
You will be supported by the ABC Medical team which has many years of experience servicing patients with their
healthcare needs", states Arkansas Medical Supply President Michelle Deininger.
ABC Medical has been a national leading provider of medical supplies, primarily urological, incontinence, wound care and
ostomy supplies since 2003. ABC Medical is a leader in supporting and expanding adaptive sport programs throughout
the United States. ABC Medical is a medical supply sponsor of the National Wheelchair Basketball Association, the
National Wheelchair Softball Association and the American Wheelchair Bowling Association. In addition, ABC Medical
hosts and sponsors adaptive sports tournaments, clinics and events throughout the United States every week including
quad rugby, track and field, sled hockey, water skiing, and various Spina Bifida events and conferences.
In addition to its commitment to adaptive sports, ABC Medical is equally committed to providing exceptional service
and putting their customers first. ABC Medical's team is committed to making sure its customers are aware of the
latest advances in urological supplies so individuals can get the right catheter and supplies to fit their needs. ABC
Medical goes above and beyond for its customers by offering over 30,000 medical supplies. ABC Medical is not a
typical medical supplier, it is a team of highly trained specialists dedicated to serving its customers and supporting
the community. Our combined ABC Medical/Arkansas Medical Supply team will be calling you prior to your next
order, just as we always have done to confirm your next order for shipment. We thank you for the opportunity to
continue to serve you.

